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Kitefoils Inc. VAT HT

AF5ACCESS-V2

Alpinefoil 5.0 ACCESS V2 (2016) Kitefoil system: Carbon XLP2 front wing and rear wing (matt finish) + 6061 T6 aviation Aluminium 

fuselage and mast. 70 microns OAS Anodization. Fuselage CNC machined on 5 Axes. GIS v2 "clippable" galvanic isolation system. 

Four mounting options: KF-Box (standard, compatible with Alpinefoil, F-One, Ketos boards), Tuttle box (compatible with windsurf, 

Spotz and some other boards), PROBOX (on request, compatible with Sroka, Sword2 boards), or 4-bolt plate (compatible with 

Liquid Force, Sword1, Carafino boards). NEW for 2016: High-performance 95cm mast, v2 fuselage shape, GIS v2, v2 KF boxhead, 

XLP2 wing. Includes XLP2 front wing, rear wing, fuselage, mast, all hardware and KF-Box mount. See option pricing below. Does 

NOT include board. 

1 095,00 € 912,50 €                            

Pricing for Access V2 optional features (special option and pack prices)

OPT-TUTALU Tuttle box (compatible with windsurf, Spotz and some other boards) (instead of standard KF-Box) 49,00 € 40,83 €                              

OPT-PROBX PROBOX (on request, compatible with Sroka, Sword2 boards) (instead of standard KF-Box) 49,00 € 40,83 €                              

OPT-PLAT 4-bolt plate (compatible with Liquid Force, Sword1, Carafino boards) (instead of standard KF-Box) 79,00 € 65,83 €                              

PACK-M60 60cm short mast  (Access v2 with 2 mast,  95cm mast + 60cm mast) 197,00 € 164,17 €                            

PACK-MXX 5.0 Access V2 with a Custom-length mast instead of the standard 95cm mast 135,00 € 112,50 €                            

PACK-GTM GT Wing (Access v2 + XLP2 wing + GT wing) 389,00 € 324,17 €                            

PACK-SPORT Sport Wing (Access v2 + XLP2 wing + Sport wing) 489,00 € 407,50 €                            
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Kitefoils INC. VAT HT

AF5CARB-MATT

Alpinefoil 5.0 full carbon kitefoil system. Carbon XLP2 front wing with variable angle system (VAS). The XLP2 wing was been 

updated with 67cm wingspan and 682cm2 surface area, a new geometry for competely intuitive riding feel. The 97cm mast has 

also been updated with a longer chord, a new aero profile, and increased rigidity due to the entirely new Monobloc Carbon Fiber 

(MCF) technology. The mast continues to use our Anti Cavitation System (ACS) - the unique S-Shape that reduces cavitation to an 

absolute minimum. Finally, the new, more rigid MCF fuselage now connects to the mast with two bolts for even more rigidity. 

Mounting for the full-carbon foil is the KF-Box (compatible with Alpinefoil, F-One, Ketos boards). Includes XLP2 front wing, rear 

wing, fuselage, mast, all hardware and KF-Box mount. All parts are matte finish. See option pricing below. Does NOT include 

board.  

1 795,00 € 1 495,83 €                         

AF5CARB-GLOSS Polished carbon finish (instead of standard matte finish) 1 995,00 € 1 662,50 €                         

AF5RT-ULTIMATE

Alpinefoil 5.0 Ultimate - new model! 

The Alpinefoil Ultimate kitefoil system is built around our top-of-the-line RTeam carbon mast and wings. Our RTeam components 

are all fabricated by hand in our workshop at the foot of the Alps and are even lighter and more rigid than our production 

components. The new 1 meter RTeam mast includes our unique S-bend Anti-Cavitation System to virtually eliminate mast 

cavitation and the Alpinefoil Galvanic Isolation System that prevents the galvanic corrosion caused by contact between carbon 

and aluminum. The RTeam mast is mated to a new low-drag fuselage machined from 6061 T6 aviation aluminum with a 70 

micron OAD anodized coating. The shape of the fuselage has been further optimized for 2016 and is equipped with our RSS 

(Reflex Stability System) for perfect stability. The Ultimate foil system comes with an RTeam rear stabilizer wing and your choice 

of RTeam carbon front wings (XLP, Sport, or GT Speed), as well as a set of 8 Galvanic Isolators with centering guide for electrically 

isolating the wings from the fuselage. The various isolators in the kit also allow you to adjust the angle of the wing you have 

mounted, making the system compatible with all Alpinefoil wings and any board. The Alpinefoil Ultimate mast is built with a male 

KF-Box mount, suitable for any Alpinefoil board. We also have optional adaptors available so that you can mount the Ultimate to 

a Tuttle, Pro box, or 4-bolt plate mounting. The Alpinefoil Ultimate is an ultra-high performance foil for all riders – ride the 

Ultimate and discover the feeling of pure flight!

2 395,00 € 1 995,83 €                         

AF5RT-TITANIUM

Alpinefoil 5.0 Titanium - new top-of-the-line model! 

The Alpinefoil Titanium kitefoil system is built around our top-of-the-line RTeam carbon mast and wings, plus a unique ultra-slim 

titanium fuselage. Our RTeam components are all fabricated by hand in our workshop at the foot of the Alps and are even lighter 

and more rigid than our production components. The new 1 meter RTeam mast includes our unique S-bend Anti-Cavitation 

System to virtually eliminate mast cavitation and all the other features of our production carbon mast. The RTeam mast is mated 

to a new ultra-slim Titanium fuselage which is incredibly rigid and offers an even more efficient ride due to lower drag than our 

carbon or aluminium fuselages. The Titanium fuselage is equipped with the Alpinefoil RSS Reflex Stability System for ultimate 

stability and is hand polished and individually numbered by laser etching. The Titanium foil system comes with an RTeam rear 

stabilizer wing and your choice of RTeam carbon front wings (XLP, Sport, or GT Speed), as well as a set of 8 Galvanic Isolators with 

centering guide for electrically isolating the wings from the fuselage. The various isolators in the kit also allow you to adjust the 

angle of the wing you have mounted, making the system compatible with all Alpinefoil wings and any board. The Alpinefoil 

Ultimate mast is built with a male KF-Box mount, suitable for any Alpinefoil board. We have optional adaptors available so that 

you can mount the Titanium to a Tuttle, Pro box, or 4-bolt plate mounting. The Alpinefoil Titanium is our absolute best foil 

system, an ultra-premium, ultra-high performance foil for all riders – ride Titanium and ride the best!

3 395,00 € 2 829,17 €                         



Pricing for AF50CARBON optional features (special prices)

PACK-GTM GT Wing matte (AF 5.0 carbon + XLP2 wing + GT wing) 389,00 € 324,17 €                            

PACK-GTB GT Wing polished (AF 5.0 carbon + XLP2 wing + GT wing) 429,00 € 357,50 €                            

PACK-SPORT Sport Wing (AF 5.0 carbon + XLP2 wing + Sport wing) 489,00 € 407,50 €                            



WINGS INC. VAT HT

WING-SPORT

Sport Carbon Wing - Originally created for light wind racing, the Sport wing is now increasingly popular with riders who want to 

fly even faster without losing the familiar Alpinefoil stability and light wind performance. The Alpinefoil Sport wing probably has 

the largest speed range of any foil on the market – it's unique design with vertical winglets allows a takeoff from 4-5 knots and 

can take you smoothly beyond 30 knots! Suitable for light, medium and strong winds. MCF carbon fiber. Variable Angle System. 

Polished carbon finish. Compatible with all Alpinefoil foil systems. 

595,00 € 495,83 €                            

WING-GT-GL

GT Wing Speed Freeride Carbon Gloss - New for 2016, the GT Speed is the our top-of-the-line Freeride wing. The GT wing is 

designed for riders who already have  foiling experience and are looking for increased speed, maneuverability, and airtime. The 

GT wing is smaller than the XLP2, with a higher top speed, increased maneuverability for carving tighter turns, and also remains 

stable and easy to ride even at the highest speeds. Suitable for light, medium, strong and even very strong winds. MCF carbon 

fiber. Variable Angle System. Polished carbon finish. Compatible with all Alpinefoil foil systems. 

525,00 € 437,50 €                            

WING-GT-M GT Speed Freeride Carbon Wing Matte - Same GT Speed wing with a matte carbon finish 479,00 € 399,17 €                            

WING RACE FOIL

Race carbon Wing - Our competition-bred race wing. Good stability, good low range and very good recovery in light wind due to 

its latest generation sharklets. Very high speed. Suitable for medium to very strong wind. MCF carbon fiber. Variable Angle 

System. Polished carbon finish. Compatible with all Alpinefoil foil systems. Available May 2016

595,00 € 495,83 €                            

WING SC RACE

SC-Race carbon Wing - Our dedicated speed crossing wing: super high speed and super stable. Suitable for medium to very strong 

wind. MCF carbon fiber. Variable Angle System. Polished carbon finish. Compatible with all Alpinefoil foil systems. Available May 

2016

479,00 € 399,17 €                            

WING-WAVE

Wave carbon Wing - Our new, unique wing designed for foiling in waves! Incredible manuverability, excellent stability and high 

lift - designed to work in waves and swell even at low speeds and in tricky transitions. Suitable for low to moderate wind. MCF 

carbon fiber. Variable Angle System. Polished carbon finish. Compatible with all Alpinefoil foil systems. Available June 2016

495,00 € 412,50 €                            

WING-XLP2

XLP2 carbon Wing Xtra Large Program - The XLP2 wing ships standard with both of our foil systems and is the must-have, go-to 

wing for most riders. The XLP2's large area makes it possible to take off easily from a standing start, making it the perfect wing for 

foil beginners and progression, as well as light wind riding. At the same time, the XLP2's high aspect arrow shape makes the wing 

extremely stable and easy to fly over its very extensive speed range. The versatility of the XLP2 allows the rider to foil from the 

very lightest winds up to top speeds of 26-28 knots. 

395,00 € 329,17 €                            



BOARDS INC. VAT HT

RX-V5S

Foilboard RX-V5 S - The Alpinefoil RX-V5 S design is the culmination of more than a decade of experience in kitefoil riding 

and manufacturing and is our best all-around dedicated kitefoil board. The RX-V5 S has enough volume to help beginners get 

going quickly and to for easy touch-and-go landings and takeoffs during transitions. This is a dedicated foil board with no fin 

boxes. If you are not racing and you just want one foilboard, the RX-V5 S is the board for you! Airex epoxy fiberglass sandwich 

contruction with carbon and bamboo reinforcements. Double concave hull, integrated carbon KF-Box, GPS mount, and 32 

footstrap inserts for extreme versatility. 142 x 52,5cm and 36 liters volume. Delivery with one footstrap. See option pricing below 

875,00 € 729,17 €                            

RX-V6S

Foilboard RX-V6 S - The RX-V6 S is our foil raceboard. With slightly less width than the RX-V5, the RX-V6 can be ridden at higher 

heel angles when grinding towards the upwind mark. The RX-V6 also comes with 3 FCS fin boxes so that it can be ridden as a light-

wind race/cruise board without the foil. Airex epoxy fiberglass sandwich contruction with carbon and bamboo reinforcements. 

Double concave hull with 3 bamboo FCS boxes in a thruster layout, integrated carbon KF-Box, GPS mount, and 32 footstrap 

inserts for extreme versatility. 142 x 48cm and 32 liters volume. Delivery with one footstrap. Does NOT include fins. See option 

pricing below 

995,00 € 829,17 €                            

FS-1

Foilboard FS-1 (FreeStyle 1) - New for 2016, the FS-1 is the latest development in the AlpineFoil board lineup. The skateboard-

inspired shape, large volume, short length, concave deck and inverted rails make the FS-1 uniquely suited for the emerging 

discipline of freestyle foiling. The FS-1 is suitable for riders from beginner to expert, and can be ridden with straps or strapless. 

This is a dedicated foil board with no fin boxes. 

Airex epoxy fiberglass sandwich contruction with carbon and bamboo reinforcements. Double concave hull, integrated carbon KF-

Box, and 32 footstrap inserts for extreme versatility. 132 x 48cm and 25 liters volume. Does NOT include footstraps. See option 

pricing below .

949,00 € 790,83 €                            

CX-V6S

Foilboard CX-V6 S - The CX-V6 S is the only surf-convertible foilboard in the Alpinefoil board line. It is designed for riders of all 

levels, from beginner to expert looking for a board that can be ridden with a foil and also as a standard kitesurf board. Airex 

epoxy fiberglass sandwich contruction with carbon and bamboo reinforcements. Double concave hull with 3 bamboo FCS boxes 

in a thruster layout, integrated carbon KF-Box, GPS mount, and 32 footstrap inserts for extreme versatility. 152 x 50cm and 22 

liters volume. Delivery with one footstrap. Does NOT include fins. See option pricing below.

985,00 € 820,83 €                            



BAGS INC. VAT HT

HFOIL-1

Ultra-compact travel bag for your Alpinefoil system. Quilted padding protects your foil and minimum size makes it 

ideal for traveling or carrying your foil in the minium space. Three compartmentalized zones for wings, fuselage and 

mast with three separate zippered pockets for screws and mounting accessories, wrench, straps, fins, etc. Cordura 

600 denier polyester fabric, double zipper.

149,00 € 124,17 €                            

HFOIL-2

This cover system for an assembled or semi-assembled foil is yet another patented Alpinefoil innovation. This cover 

protects the rear stabilizer,  front wing, and fuselage all assembled, with or without the mast. This very innovative 

cover allows you to transport the foil system 3 diferent ways: 1) completely assembled, 2) lower parts assembled and 

mast separated, held together thanks to handy clip system and a carrying handle and 3) clipped to an Alpinefoil board 

bag and carried on the back thanks to the removable straps (ideal for going to the beach on foot or by bike). The 

cover has quilted padding and is made from 600D reinforced cordura. The interior has a special suspension system 

and PVC protection for the wing tips and fuselage as well as zipper cover in order not to bend or scratch the foil. The 

cover is compatible with all Alpinefoil foil systems and wings as well as many other brands. Dedicated pocket for 

screws and mounting wrench. 

159,00 € 132,50 €                            

HBOARD Board bag for CX-V6 or CX-V6S wave board. Black 600D Cordura. 139,00 € 115,83 €                            

HBOARD2-CX Board bag for CX-V6 or CX-V6S wave board. Includes detachable straps. Black 600D Cordura. 149,00 € 124,17 €                            

HBOARD2-RX Board bag for RX-V4, RX-V5, RX-V6, RX-V5S, RX-V6S, and FS1 boards. Includes detachable straps. Black 600D Cordura. 149,00 € 124,17 €                            

POLO-AF Polo Alpinefoil 240 gsm 100% Cotton with embroidery. Size available S, M, L, XL, XXL 45,00 € 37,50 €                              

TSHIRT-AF T-shirt Alpinefoil 180 gsm 100% Cotton. Size available S, M, L, XL, XXL 19,00 € 15,83 €                              



ACCESSORIES

ACCM60 60cm short mast (aluminium) for Access foil systems 285,00 € 237,50 €                            

ACCMXX Custom-length mast (available in various lengths from 50 to 100cm) 369,00 € 307,50 €                            

PLUG KF-Box plug, for using your CX-V6S or RX-V6S as a surfboard 26,00 € 21,67 €                              

FCS3X Set of 3 injected polymer FCS fins for using CX-V6S and RX-V6S as a surfboard 53,00 € 44,17 €                              

KFBOX-V1

plastic male KFBOX CNC machined for aluminium  mast Alpinefoil Access 5.0 V1, allows to adapt the mast alpinefoil 

Access to  Alpinefoil board,same as F-One board, Ketos board (usually need if you have buy your Access with a  box  

differnet with the  Alpinefoil standard box)

76,00 € 63,33 €                              

KFBOX-V2

plastic male KFBOX V2 CNC machined for aluminium  mast Alpinefoil Access 5.0 V2, allows to adapt the mast alpinefoil 

Access to  Alpinefoil board,same as F-One board , Ketos board (usually need if you have buy your Access with a  box  

different with the  Alpinefoil standard box)

97,00 € 80,83 €                              

TUTT-ALU
Male Tuttle box adapter for Alpinefoil Access 5.0, for adapting an AF 5.0 mast to a board with a female Tuttle box. 

CNC machined aluminum. For use with Access 5.0 ONLY. 
97,00 € 80,83 €                              

PROBOX-ALU
Male PROBOX box adapter for Alpinefoil Access 5.0, for adapting an AF 5.0 mast to a board with a female PROBOX. 

CNC machined aluminum. For use with Access 5.0 ONLY. 
139,00 € 115,83 €                            

PLATE-ALU
4-hole aluminium plate adapter for Alpinefoil Access 5.0, for adapting the AF 5.0 mast to a board with 4-hole 

mounting, e.g. Liquid Force, Sword1, Carafino, or board with four holes. For use with Access 5.0 ONLY. 
149,00 € 124,17 €                            

KFBOX LARGE Female KF-Box housing, for building into a board. Rigid full carbon construction with broad base. 99,00 € 82,50 €                              

KFBOX2PLATE
4-hole carbon plate for adapting AF carbon masts to a board with 4-hole mounting, e.g. Liquid Force, Sword1, 

Carafino, or board with four holes. For use with AF Carbon masts only. 
149,00 € 124,17 €                            



FOOT-AFV2

New 2016 foil kite footstrap design: neoprene with shape memory, ultra comfortable asymmetric strap specifically 

designed for foiling, with easy entry/exit. 8 layer neoprene, polyester and memory foam polymer allows exceptional 

comfort and utility. Easy to adjust. Comes with stainless steel T30 screws. Compatible with all AF boards. 

45,00 € 37,50 €                              

FOOT-AF
2015 foil kite footstrap: 7 layer neoprene/polyester construction. Easy to adjust. Comes with stainless steel T30 

screws. Compatible with all AF boards. 
39,00 € 32,50 €                              

TX30SDRIVER Torx TX30 driver tool for Alpinefoil mounting hardware 17,50 € 14,58 €                              

TX30-AF4.5 Hardware (screws) for AF4.5 carbon foil system 10,90 € 9,08 €                                

TX30-AF5.0CARB Hardware (screws) for AF5.0 carbon foil system 10,90 € 9,08 €                                

TX30-AF5ACCV1 Hardware (screws) for AF Access v1 foil system (does not include mast screw) 10,90 € 9,08 €                                

TX30-AF5ACCV2 Hardware (screws) for AF Access v2 foil system (does not include mast screw) 10,90 € 9,08 €                                

TX30-60 60mm A4 Torx30 mast screw for RX V4,V5,V5s,V6,V6s boards 2,65 € 2,21 €                                

TX30-40 40mm A4 Torx30 mast screw for ABF50, CX-V6, CX-V6S boards 2,65 € 2,21 €                                

VIS-FOOT Hardware (screws) for AF Footstrap - 2 x TX30-30 6,60 € 5,50 €                                

INSERT SET4.5
Set of two M6 thread brass inserts (upper + lower) used in the Alpinefoil 4.5 mast. Alpinefoil recommends exchanging 

the inserts once a year or when thread wear becomes noticeable. 
12,90 € 10,75 €                              

INSERT SET5.0
Set of three M6 thread brass inserts (1 upper + 2 lower) used in the Alpinefoil 5.0 mast. Alpinefoil recommends 

exchanging the inserts once a year or when thread wear becomes noticeable. 
18,90 € 15,75 €                              



INSERT-KFBOX
1 top brass insert for KF Case BOX (compatible, Alpinefoil Access 5.0, 4.5 Alpinefoil, Alpinefoil 5.0 M6 thread, Top only 

21x10, Alpinefoil recommends exchanging the inserts once a year or when worn pronounced threads.
6,95 € 5,79 €                                

INSERT-FUS Insert for carbon kitefoil fuselage - a screw and glue epoxy. 3,90 € 3,25 €                                

GIS-1
Galvanic Isolator System, double function, Isolator + angle setting, 8 setting:  0°,0.7°,1.1°,1,5°  for:  Access V1, AF5.0 

carbon foil.
18,90 € 15,75 €                              

GIS-2
Galvanic Isolator System, double function, Isolator + angle setting, 8 setting:  0°,0.7°,1.1°,1,5°  for:  Access V2, AF 

ULTIMATE + AF TITANIUM.
18,90 € 15,75 €                              

SPACER-POM

Load distribution spacer washer for Alpinefoil boards. This CNC machined black Delrin washer is used with the board-

mast screw to absorb vibration and to protect the board from shocks transmitted through the mast. Comes with a 

stainless steel friction washer, to be used below the Delrin washer. Alpinefoil recommends exchanging this spacer in 

case of deterioration.

6,90 € 5,75 €                                

SPACER45 AF45 fuselage strut, C.C.A.S Carbon Constraint Absorb with stainless steel friction washer. 9,70 € 8,08 €                                

AFGPS

Board-mounted GPS unit. Comes with removable insert holder which is fixed to the board with Torx screws. This 

Alpinefoil-specific GPS unit fits cutout in the nose of the RX-V5, V5S, V6, V6S and CX-V6, V6S boards, showing speed 

and a graph of the optimal course / speed. The GPS stores your course and speed and can be connected to a PC/Mac 

to download to mapping software such as Google Earth. The unit also does VMG plotting, with the axis of the wind 

and the different speeds in different angles.

349,00 € 290,83 €                            
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